Abstract: A synchronous optimization method for self-pressure drip irrigation pipe network system is proposed. We have generalized the optimization design problem of the system and have established the mathematical models for the simultaneous optimization design of pipeline layout and pipe diameters. A genetic algorithm based on the infeasibility degree of the solution was used to solve the model. A typical example is used to validate the presented method. The method exhibits effective performance in the case studied. Designers can use the results of this study to efficiently design self-pressurized drip irrigation network systems.
Introduction
Most parts of Northwest China, especially Xinjiang, have year-round droughts and water shortages. In these regions, evaporation is considerably higher than the received rainfall [1] [2] [3] . Because of the extreme water shortage and high evaporation, agriculture there relies mainly on irrigation, and it is necessary to adopt efficient irrigation techniques to use limited water to meet crop water requirement while reducing evaporation.
Among numerous irrigation techniques, drip irrigation is considered to be an efficient and water-saving irrigation technique. Drip irrigation system allows water to drip slowly and accurately to the root zone of crops through emitters [4] , significantly reducing the amount of irrigation water as well as decreasing the amount of water that leaches beneath the root zone [5] . Therefore, water utilization efficiency can be greatly improved.
In order to further improve the water use efficiency and achieve the purpose of increasing crop production, plastic film mulching technology and drip irrigation are combined (mulched drip irrigation (MDI)) to give full play to their respective advantages in arid and semiarid regions [6, 7] . Plastic film mulching can conserve soil moisture and increase the productivity of crops [8] . Mulch also shields the soil surface against solar radiation, thereby buffering soil temperature fluctuations [6] . In addition, plastic film mulching assists weed control [9, 10] .
The MDI has been widely applied in Xinjiang, China in recent years [11, 12] , and the construction of large-scale (larger than 60 hectares) drip irrigation pipe network systems has progressed rapidly [13, 14] .
A large-scale drip irrigation pipe network system typically consists of main pipes, sub-main pipes, branch pipes, lateral pipes, control head (e.g., filters, air release valves, metering valves, non-return valves), and some other equipment. A comb-shaped pipe network layout is most commonly used in the design of drip irrigation pipe network systems in Xinjiang. To simplify the problem studied, the field has a regular shape. The comb-shaped drip irrigation pipe network system is illustrated in Figure 1 . Considering economic factors, the branch pipes lie on both sides of the sub-main pipe, and the lateral pipes lie on both sides of the branch pipe in areas with relatively flat terrain. The objective of pipe network optimization is generally directly or indirectly related to the total cost of the pipe network. The total cost of the pipe network is a function of pipe materials, lengths, and diameters. For a given type of pipe, the total cost of the pipe network is proportional to the lengths and diameters of the pipes. For a drip irrigation network system, a close connection exists between the pipe length and pipe diameter at all levels. In our study, we assumed that the sub-main pipes and branch pipes are equally spaced. As displayed in Figure 1 , the spacing of the branch pipes affects the length of the lateral pipes. When the spacing of the branch pipes increases, the lengths of the corresponding lateral pipes and the number of emitters controlled by the lateral pipes increase. The aforementioned changes lead to an increase in the discharges of the lateral pipes. Therefore, the diameters of the lateral pipes must be enlarged. Moreover, an increase in the spacing of the sub-main pipes requires an increase in the lengths of the branch pipes. The number of lateral pipes controlled by the branch pipes also increase. Therefore, the discharges of the branch pipes increase, which finally causes the enlargement of the diameters of the branch pipes. Therefore, how to reasonably determine the layout and diameter of the sub-main and branch pipes for minimizing the investment is an urgent problem that must be solved.
When determining a solution to the aforementioned problem, the working scheme of the pipelines at all levels must be considered. In the proposed drip irrigation pipe network system, continuous irrigation was adopted for the main pipe and rotational irrigation was adopted for the sub-main and branch pipes. Because only the entrance of each branch pipe is equipped with valves, all the lateral pipes controlled by branch pipework in a continuous irrigation scheme. Furthermore, considering the economic reasons in the design, each sub-main pipe generally supplies water to a maximum of two branch pipes simultaneously. The grouping method of rotation irrigation of the two branch pipes that work simultaneously is shown in Figure 2 . The number of sub-main pipes The objective of pipe network optimization is generally directly or indirectly related to the total cost of the pipe network. The total cost of the pipe network is a function of pipe materials, lengths, and diameters. For a given type of pipe, the total cost of the pipe network is proportional to the lengths and diameters of the pipes. For a drip irrigation network system, a close connection exists between the pipe length and pipe diameter at all levels. In our study, we assumed that the sub-main pipes and branch pipes are equally spaced. As displayed in Figure 1 , the spacing of the branch pipes affects the length of the lateral pipes. When the spacing of the branch pipes increases, the lengths of the corresponding lateral pipes and the number of emitters controlled by the lateral pipes increase. The aforementioned changes lead to an increase in the discharges of the lateral pipes. Therefore, the diameters of the lateral pipes must be enlarged. Moreover, an increase in the spacing of the sub-main pipes requires an increase in the lengths of the branch pipes. The number of lateral pipes controlled by the branch pipes also increase. Therefore, the discharges of the branch pipes increase, which finally causes the enlargement of the diameters of the branch pipes. Therefore, how to reasonably determine the layout and diameter of the sub-main and branch pipes for minimizing the investment is an urgent problem that must be solved.
When determining a solution to the aforementioned problem, the working scheme of the pipelines at all levels must be considered. In the proposed drip irrigation pipe network system, continuous irrigation was adopted for the main pipe and rotational irrigation was adopted for the sub-main and branch pipes. Because only the entrance of each branch pipe is equipped with valves, all the lateral pipes controlled by branch pipework in a continuous irrigation scheme. Furthermore, considering the economic reasons in the design, each sub-main pipe generally supplies water to a maximum of two branch pipes simultaneously. The grouping method of rotation irrigation of the two branch pipes that work simultaneously is shown in Figure 2 . The number of sub-main pipes working simultaneously is determined by the design irrigation period, duration of irrigation, and the number of branch pipes that work simultaneously on the sub-main pipe. Considering the most unfavorable conditions, the neighboring sub-main pipes are assumed to work simultaneously. the number of branch pipes that work simultaneously on the sub-main pipe. Considering the most unfavorable conditions, the neighboring sub-main pipes are assumed to work simultaneously. 
Mathematical Models
The design of a drip irrigation network system is a very complicated problem. For the convenience of analyzing our problem and describing our optimization process, we divided the whole pipe network (WPN) system into the branch-lateral pipe network (BLPN) and mainsub-main pipe network (MSMPN) subsystems according to the characteristics of rotational or continuous irrigation of pipelines at all levels. We formalized the mathematical optimization models for the BLPN and MSMPN subsystems. Finally, the mathematical optimization model for the WPN system was constructed by integrating the two subsystems for the overall synchronized optimization of the pipeline layout and pipe diameter.
Mathematical Model for the BLPN Subsystem
The optimization design of the BLPN system mainly involves determining the lengths and section diameters of the branch and the lateral pipes. For simplicity, the section between the two adjacent emitters connected to the lateral pipe is regarded as a lateral pipe section. Moreover, the section between the two adjacent lateral pipes connected to the branch pipe is regarded as a branch pipe section.
Considering the practical application, the diameters of the lateral pipe remained constant, and all the lateral pipes in the BLPN subsystem were selected from commercially available drip belts with the same pipe specification. The branch pipes are considered to consist of several sections with variable diameters. Only one commercially available pipe diameter was adopted for each branch pipe section. Therefore, the diameter optimization of the BLPN subsystem only determines the diameter of each section of the branch pipes.
Objective Function
The objective function of optimizing the BLPN subsystem is to minimize the cost of a branch pipe and the lateral pipes connected to it.
where Fbl is the total cost (Yuan) of the pipes in a BLPN subsystem; Nb is the number of branch pipe sections; and are the length (m) and unit price (Yuan/m) of the branch pipe section i, respectively; Nll and Nlr are the total number of lateral pipes on the left and right side of the corresponding branch pipe, respectively; Lll and Llr are the lengths (m) of the lateral pipes on the left and right sides of the corresponding branch pipe, respectively; Cl is the unit price (Yuan/m) of the Figure 2 . The grouping method of rotation irrigation of the two branch pipes working simultaneously.
Mathematical Models
The design of a drip irrigation network system is a very complicated problem. For the convenience of analyzing our problem and describing our optimization process, we divided the whole pipe network (WPN) system into the branch-lateral pipe network (BLPN) and main-sub-main pipe network (MSMPN) subsystems according to the characteristics of rotational or continuous irrigation of pipelines at all levels. We formalized the mathematical optimization models for the BLPN and MSMPN subsystems. Finally, the mathematical optimization model for the WPN system was constructed by integrating the two subsystems for the overall synchronized optimization of the pipeline layout and pipe diameter.
Mathematical Model for the BLPN Subsystem
Objective Function
where F bl is the total cost (Yuan) of the pipes in a BLPN subsystem; N b is the number of branch pipe sections; L bi and C bi are the length (m) and unit price (Yuan/m) of the branch pipe section i, respectively; N ll and N lr are the total number of lateral pipes on the left and right side of the corresponding branch pipe, respectively; L ll and L lr are the lengths (m) of the lateral pipes on the left and right sides of the corresponding branch pipe, respectively; C l is the unit price (Yuan/m) of the lateral pipe.
Constraints
Constraints of the allowable head difference in the BLPN subsystem: Considering that no pressure-regulating valve exists at the entrance of the lateral pipe, the maximum head difference of the emitters in the BLPN subsystem must be controlled within the allowable head difference to ensure irrigation uniformity. This study considered the difference between the maximum and minimum heads of all the emitters in the BLPN subsystem as constraints.
where ∆H is the difference between the maximum and minimum heads (m) of all the emitters in the BLPN subsystem; H max and H min are the maximum and minimum work head (m) in all the emitters, respectively; [∆H] is the allowable head difference (m) of the BLPN subsystem. For conveniently calculating ∆H, the concept of relative pressure head of the emitter can be introduced. When the pressure head at the inlet of the branch pipe is zero, the corresponding pressure head of each emitter is defined as the relative pressure head. The relative pressure head of the emitter k is expressed as follows:
where H k is the relative pressure head (m) of the emitter k, H 0 is the pressure head (m) at the entrance of the branch pipe, N bk is the number of branch pipe sections passed from the inlet of the branch pipe to the emitter k, N lk is the number of lateral pipe sections passed from the inlet of the lateral pipe to the emitter k, and α b and α l are the expansion factors of the frictional head loss after considering the local head loss. In this study, α b = 1.1; α l = 1.1; f b and f l are the friction coefficients of the frictional head loss; Q bj and Q lj are the discharges (m 3 /s) of section i of the branch and lateral pipes, respectively; D b and D lj are the diameters (mm) of section i of the branch and lateral pipes, respectively; m is the discharge index; b is the diameter index; i b and i l are the slopes along the branch and lateral directions, respectively; l bj and l bj are the lengths (m) of section i of the branch and lateral pipes, respectively. Constraints of the distribution pressure: For a self-pressurized drip irrigation network, the pressure of the headwork is basically constant. A reasonable pressure distribution ratio should be set up for the BLPN subsystem to ensure that it can satisfy the emitters' working requirements and is as economical as possible. The maximum pressure at the inlet of the branch pipes should not be higher than the pressure distributed.
H b_max ≤ H b_dis (4) where H b_max is the maximum pressure at the branch inlet (m) and H b_dis is the pressure (m) distributed to the BLPN subsystem. H b_dis is calculated as follows:
where R dis is the ratio of the pressure of the BLPN subsystem (H b_dis ) to the pressure of the headwork (H head ). Constraints of the maximum allowable current velocity for the branch pipes: To prevent a high current velocity from causing excessive wear and damage to the pipeline, the actual current velocity in each pipe section must not exceed the maximum allowable value (2.0 m/s velocity safety limit). The velocity constraint is expressed as follows:
where V i is the actual current velocity (m/s) in pipe section i; V max is the maximum allowable current velocity (m/s); N b and N l are the total lateral and branch pipe sections, respectively. Diameter constraints: Along the direction of the current, the diameter of the previous section in each branch pipe must be no less than that of the following section. The diameter constraint is expressed as follows:
where D i is the diameter (mm) of the branch pipe section i, and D i+1 is the diameter (mm) of the branch pipe section i + 1.
Mathematical Model for the MSMPN Subsystem
The optimization design of the MSMPN subsystem mainly involves determining the lengths and diameters of all the sections of the main and sub-main pipes. Similar to the BLPN subsystem, the pipe section between the two adjacent branch pipes connected to the sub-main pipe is regarded as a sub-main pipe section. Moreover, the pipe section between the two adjacent sub-main pipes connected to the main pipe is regarded as the main pipe section. Both the main and sub-main pipes are considered to consist of several sections with variable diameters, and only one commercially available pipe diameter is adopted for each pipe section.
Objective Function
The minimum cost of pipes in the MSMPN subsystem is the objective function, which is defined as follows:
where F ms is the total cost (Yuan) of the main and sub-main pipes in the MSMPN subsystem; N m is the total number of main pipe sections; C mi and l mi are the unit price (Yuan/m) and length (m) of the main pipe section i, respectively; N sn is the total number of sub-main pipes; N s is the total number of sections of each sub-main pipe; C skj and l skj are the unit price (Yuan/m) and length (m) of section j on the sub-main pipe k, respectively.
Constraints
Constraints for the working pressure head: The pressure head at the inlet of each branch pipe must satisfy the following requirement:
where h max is the maximum allowable pressure head (m) at the inlet of each branch pipe; h min is the minimum required pressure head (m) at the inlet of each branch pipe; E 0 is the pressure head (m) at the inlet of the main pipe; N mk is the total number of main pipe sections passed from the inlet of the main pipe to the inlet of the branch pipe k; N sk is the total number of sub-main pipe sections passed from the inlet of the main pipe to the inlet of the branch pipe k; i m and i s are the slopes along the direction of the main and sub-main pipes, respectively, where positive values are taken along the slope, and negative values are taken against the slope; l mj and l sj are the lengths (m) of section j of the main and sub-main pipes, respectively; α m and α s are the expansion factors of the frictional head loss after considering local head loss. In this study, α m = 1.1; α s = 1.1; f m and f s are the friction coefficients of the frictional head loss; Q mj and Q sj are the discharges (m 3 /s) of section i of the main and sub-main pipes, respectively; D mj and D sj are the diameters (mm) of section i of the main and sub-main pipes, respectively; m is the discharge index; b is the diameter index. Constraints for the hydrostatic pressure head: The maximum hydrostatic pressure head in the MSMPN subsystem must not exceed the pressure capacity of the pipe adopted.
where h sta is the maximum hydrostatic pressure head (m) in the MSMPN subsystem, and H c is the pressure capacity (m) of the pipe adopted. Other symbols have the same meanings as previously discussed. Constraints for the pressure balance at the entrance of each branch pipe: When two branch pipes attached on one sub-main pipe are working simultaneously, the pressure difference at the entrance of the two branch pipes must be less than a certain value. This measure ensures the uniformity of irrigation and reduces the adverse effects caused by pressure imbalance in the sub-main pipe. According to engineering experience, the pressure difference must not exceed 20% of the minimum pressure of all entrances of the branch pipes. The constraint for the pressure balance is defined as follows:
where h dif is the maximum pressure difference (m) at the entrance of the two branch pipes working in a sub-main pipe, and H b_min is the minimum pressure (m) at the inlet of all the branch pipes. Constraints for the maximum allowable current velocity and diameters: The constraints for the maximum allowable current velocity and diameters of pipes are similar to the related constraints of branch pipes (Equations (6) and (7)).
Mathematical Model for the WPN System
The WPN system consists of one MSMPN subsystem and many BLPN subsystems. The mathematical models for the MSMPN and BLPN subsystems have already been discussed previously. In the optimization of the WPN system, N m , N s , and R dis are used as links to achieve a suitable combination of the MSMPN and BLPN subsystems. The values N m and N s can determine the layouts of the MSMPN and BLPN subsystems. The value of R dis determines the distributed pressure head of both the subsystems, thereby affecting the selection of the pipe diameter. If N m and N s are known, the lengths of the main pipe and sub-main pipe sections can be calculated for a given designed field. Then, we can determine the lengths of the branch pipes and lateral pipes because the lengths of the branch and lateral pipes are approximately equal to the lengths of main and sub-main pipe sections, respectively. Thus, the layouts of MSMPN and BLPN subsystems can be determined.
Objective Function
Consider the minimum investment in the WPN system as the objective function, which is defined as follows:
where F WPN is the total cost (Yuan) of all the pipes in the WPN system; F ms is the total cost (Yuan) of the main and the sub-main pipes in the MSMPN subsystem; N m is the total number of main pipe sections; N s is the total number of sub-main pipe sections; F bl is the total cost (Yuan) of the branch and lateral pipes in a typical BLPN subsystem.
Constraint Conditions
Total head restriction: The sum of the working pressure of the emitter; the friction head losses of the lateral, branch, sub-main, and main pipes; the local head loss of relevant locations, and the elevation differences must not exceed the pressure provided by the headwork.
where H emi is the working pressure of the emitter (m); H loss is the sum of the friction loss and local head loss of all the pipes (m); E dif is the terrain height difference (m); H head is the head pressure at the headwork (m). [23] is a heuristic search algorithm that simulates biological evolution in nature. A population evolves because its fittest members reproduce. The fitness function is used to simulate the survival of the fittest. Thus, after numerous iterations, optimal solutions are obtained [39, 40] . Numerous papers on GAs have been published. GAs have received considerable attention and are widely used in various research fields. Moreover, GAs superior exhibit superior results [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] . Compared with most other heuristic algorithms, the GA has a stable performance and superior global search ability [48, 49] . In this study, the GA served as the optimization algorithm.
Numerous constraints must be managed when solving models. The general method of dealing with constraints is by penalizing infeasible solutions, that is, penalty function methods [50] . However, setting an appropriate penalty factor for obtaining a feasible global optimum solution is challenging. Specifically, the performance of penalty function methods is not always satisfactory in handling highly constrained or nonconvex constrained optimization. Moreover, penalty function methods distort the characteristics of the objective function to a certain extent [51] . Therefore, in this study, the constraints are addressed using the IFD method [52] instead of penalty function methods. The IFD method is simple and effective. It screens and improves populations by comparing the IFD of solution φ with the threshold φ crit . The term φ is defined as follows:
where J and K are the total number of inequality and equality constraints, respectively, and g j and h k are the inequality and equality constraints of the problem, respectively.
The threshold φ crit is given by Equation (15) .
where T is a coefficient that increases from T start to T end with the GA's iteration to control the acceptable bound of the infeasible solutions, and NIND is the number of individuals in the population. By comparing φ with φ crit , one can determine whether an infeasible solution is accepted (when φ ≤ φ crit ) or rejected (when φ ≥ φ crit ). The rejected infeasible solutions are replaced by the most feasible solutions in the current population, whose size remains fixed. The basic flowchart of the GA based on the IFD method is displayed in Figure 3 .
Water 
Overall Solution Process of the Model
This study used a GA based on the IFD method to solve the pipe network optimization model.
First, according to the known Lf, Wf, lb_min, lb_max, ll_min, ll_max (the meanings of these abbreviations are comprehensively listed in "Abbreviations") values, the values of Nm_min, Nm_max, Ns_min, and Ns_max can be obtained. One can also determine a reasonable range of Rdis from engineering experience. In this study, Rdis had values ranging from 0.25 to 0.45 in increments of 0.01. Nm, Ns, and Rdis were set as variables, and all combinations of Nm, Ns, and Rdis were generated using a complete enumeration method. The proposed GA was used to optimize the BLPN subsystem under each combination, and the optimal results of the BLPN system were saved. These results were used in the WPN system optimization procedure to avoid the repeated computation of equivalent individuals due to the same combinations of Nm, Ns, and Rdis in the GA's populations. The solution process is illustrated in Figure 4 . 
This study used a GA based on the IFD method to solve the pipe network optimization model. First, according to the known L f , W f , l b_min , l b_max , l l_min , l l_max (the meanings of these abbreviations are comprehensively listed in "Abbreviations") values, the values of N m_min , N m_max , N s_min , and N s_max can be obtained. One can also determine a reasonable range of R dis from engineering experience. In this study, R dis had values ranging from 0.25 to 0.45 in increments of 0.01. N m , N s , and R dis were set as variables, and all combinations of N m , N s , and R dis were generated using a complete enumeration method. The proposed GA was used to optimize the BLPN subsystem under each combination, and the optimal results of the BLPN system were saved. These results were used in the WPN system optimization procedure to avoid the repeated computation of equivalent individuals due to the same combinations of N m , N s , and R dis in the GA's populations. The solution process is illustrated in Figure 4 .
GA for BLPN systems
Coding variables are D end , α 1 , α 2 , and α 3 . IFD considerations are equations (2) and (4) Optimal results of BLPN systems N m_WPN , N s_WPN ;  L b1_WPN , l b2_WPN , l b3_WPN , l b4_WPN , l b_WPN ;  D b1_WPN , D b2_WPN , D b3_WPN , D b4_WPN , D b_ent_WPN ;
Optimal results of WPN system
Generate all combinations of N m , N s , and R dis .
GA for MSMPN system
Coding variables reflect whether the position number of the diameter of each of the sections in main and sub-main pipes changes or not. IFD considerations are equations (9), (10) The detailed design process for the code, fitness, and IFD of the GA in the BLPN and MSMPN subsystems and WPN system is described in the following text.
GA for Optimizing the BLPN Subsystem
Code design for optimizing the BLPN subsystem: To facilitate the installation of pipelines and reduce the local head loss, each branch pipe is assumed to consist of a maximum of four sections with different diameters ( Figure 5 ). The set of commercially available diameters (in millimeters) for branch pipes is S = {32, 40, 63, 75, 90, 110, 125}, as listed in Table 1 . For reducing the infeasible solution and meeting the pipe diameter constraints, the ratio factors (α1, α2, and α3), which reflect the length of each section, are used as decision variables for coding. The coding string of the branch pipes is displayed in Figure 6 . The coding string is called a chromosome in the GA. The chromosome consists of four genes. The first gene is the code for the position number of the diameter of the end section of the branch pipe in the pipe diameter set S. The second, third, and fourth genes are the codes for α1, α2, and α3, respectively. Each coded value is an integer between 0 and 100. The detailed design process for the code, fitness, and IFD of the GA in the BLPN and MSMPN subsystems and WPN system is described in the following text.
Code design for optimizing the BLPN subsystem: To facilitate the installation of pipelines and reduce the local head loss, each branch pipe is assumed to consist of a maximum of four sections with different diameters ( Figure 5 ). The set of commercially available diameters (in millimeters) for branch pipes is S = {32, 40, 63, 75, 90, 110, 125}, as listed in Table 1 . For reducing the infeasible solution and meeting the pipe diameter constraints, the ratio factors (α 1 , α 2 , and α 3 ), which reflect the length of each section, are used as decision variables for coding. The coding string of the branch pipes is displayed in Figure 6 . The coding string is called a chromosome in the GA. The chromosome consists of four genes. The first gene is the code for the position number of the diameter of the end section of the branch pipe in the pipe diameter set S. The second, third, and fourth genes are the codes for α 1 , α 2 , and α 3 , respectively. Each coded value is an integer between 0 and 100.
Fitness function for optimizing the BLPN subsystem: The objective function F bl is set as the fitness function (Equation (1)). The smaller the value of F bl , the better is the solution. 
Fitness function for optimizing the BLPN subsystem:
The objective function Fbl is set as the fitness function (Equation (1)). The smaller the value of Fbl, the better is the solution.
IFD for the optimization of the BLPN subsystem: The IFD of the solution of the BLPN subsystem is used to address the constraint problems in it. The maximum head difference in the BLPN subsystem must not exceed the allowable head difference (Equation (2)), and the pressure at the entrance of each branch pipe must not be higher than the distributed water head (Equation (4)). These two constraints are inequality constraints, which are expressed as follows:
where Had is the allowable head difference (m) in the BLPN subsystem, Hdif is the maximum head difference (m) in the BLPN subsystem, Hdis is the head (m) distributed to the BLPN subsystem, Hb_ent is the head (m) at the entrance of the branch pipe, and Hemi is the working pressure head (m) of the emitter.
GA for Optimizing the MSMPN Subsystem
Code design for optimizing the MSMPN subsystem: For ensuring the comprehensiveness and effectiveness of the search space, the diameters of all the sections of sub-main and main pipes are considered for code design. The chromosome consists of Nm(Ns + 1) genes ( Figure 7 ). The length of the code string varies to reflect the variance in Nm and Ns. The entire code string is binary coded. The first Nm genes represent whether the diameter of each main pipe section varies or not compared with that of the section behind it along the direction of the flow in the pipes. The number "0" represents "remain unchanged," whereas the number "1" represents "change"-the diameter number of current section equals the diameter number of the following section plus 1. The end section of the main pipe changes according to the diameter at the entrance of the corresponding sub-main pipe. The following Ns × Nm genes represent whether the position number of the diameter of the current sub-main pipe section varies or not compared with that of the section behind it. The numbers "0" and "1" have the same meaning as previously explained. The end Ns×Nm bits Nm bits 4 bits in length α1 α3 α2 Dend 
Fitness function for optimizing the BLPN subsystem:
GA for Optimizing the MSMPN Subsystem
Code design for optimizing the MSMPN subsystem: For ensuring the comprehensiveness and effectiveness of the search space, the diameters of all the sections of sub-main and main pipes are considered for code design. The chromosome consists of Nm(Ns + 1) genes (Figure 7 ). IFD for the optimization of the BLPN subsystem: The IFD of the solution of the BLPN subsystem is used to address the constraint problems in it. The maximum head difference in the BLPN subsystem must not exceed the allowable head difference (Equation (2)), and the pressure at the entrance of each branch pipe must not be higher than the distributed water head (Equation (4)). These two constraints are inequality constraints, which are expressed as follows:
where H ad is the allowable head difference (m) in the BLPN subsystem, H dif is the maximum head difference (m) in the BLPN subsystem, H dis is the head (m) distributed to the BLPN subsystem, H b_ent is the head (m) at the entrance of the branch pipe, and H emi is the working pressure head (m) of the emitter.
Code design for optimizing the MSMPN subsystem: For ensuring the comprehensiveness and effectiveness of the search space, the diameters of all the sections of sub-main and main pipes are considered for code design. The chromosome consists of N m (N s + 1) genes (Figure 7 ). 
Fitness function for optimizing the BLPN subsystem:
GA for Optimizing the MSMPN Subsystem
Code design for optimizing the MSMPN subsystem: For ensuring the comprehensiveness and effectiveness of the search space, the diameters of all the sections of sub-main and main pipes are considered for code design. The chromosome consists of Nm(Ns + 1) genes (Figure 7 ). The length of the code string varies to reflect the variance in Nm and Ns. The entire code string is binary coded. The first Nm genes represent whether the diameter of each main pipe section varies or not compared with that of the section behind it along the direction of the flow in the pipes. The number "0" represents "remain unchanged," whereas the number "1" represents "change"-the Ns×Nm bits Nm bits 4 bits in length α1 α3 α2 Dend The length of the code string varies to reflect the variance in N m and N s . The entire code string is binary coded. The first N m genes represent whether the diameter of each main pipe section varies or not compared with that of the section behind it along the direction of the flow in the pipes. The number "0" represents "remain unchanged," whereas the number "1" represents "change"-the diameter number of current section equals the diameter number of the following section plus 1. The end section of the main pipe changes according to the diameter at the entrance of the corresponding sub-main pipe. The following N s × N m genes represent whether the position number of the diameter of the current sub-main pipe section varies or not compared with that of the section behind it. The numbers "0" and "1" have the same meaning as previously explained. The end section of the sub-main pipe changes according to the diameter at the entrance of the corresponding branch pipe.
Fitness function for optimizing the MSMPN subsystem: The total cost of the main and sub-main pipes is considered as the fitness function. The smaller the fitness function value (the cost), the better is the solution.
IFD for MSMPN system optimization: The IFD of the solution of the MSMPN subsystem is used to address the constraint problems in it. All the constraints (Equations (9)- (11)) are considered in the IFD design.
GA for Optimizing the WPN System
Code design for WPN system optimization: The chromosome for GA of WPN system is presented in Figure 8 . It consists of three genes, which represent N m , N s , and R dis , respectively. According to N m , N s , and R dis , the results of MSMPN and BLPN can be invoked accordingly to achieve WPN system optimization. section of the sub-main pipe changes according to the diameter at the entrance of the corresponding branch pipe. Fitness function for optimizing the MSMPN subsystem: The total cost of the main and sub-main pipes is considered as the fitness function. The smaller the fitness function value (the cost), the better is the solution.
Code design for WPN system optimization: The chromosome for GA of WPN system is presented in Figure 8 . It consists of three genes, which represent Nm, Ns, and Rdis, respectively. According to Nm, Ns, and Rdis, the results of MSMPN and BLPN can be invoked accordingly to achieve WPN system optimization. Fitness function for the optimization of the WPN system: The total cost of the pipes of BLPN and MSMPN subsystems is taken as the fitness function. The smaller the fitness function value (the cost), the better is the solution.
IFD for the optimization of the WPN system: The IFD of the solution of the WPN system is used to address the constraint problems in it. The total cumulative head should not be larger than the pressure head provided by the headwork (Equation (13)).
Case Study

Basic Information
This study considered an irrigation district in Hutubi County, which is located in the north-central part of Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region. The district has a mid-temperate, continental semidesert, and arid climate. Drip irrigation is extensively used in the district. A typical plot in the irrigation district was used for optimal design by the method proposed.
The soil in the typical plot is sandy loam, which has a density of 1.45 g/cm 3 . Cotton is planted in the entire plot, with row spacing of 0.8 m and plant spacing of 0.3 m. The slope along the lateral pipes is approximately 0.006, and the slope along the branch pipes is about 0.0039. The field capacity is 28%, the upper limit of the available soil water content is 90% of the field capacity, and the lower limit of the available soil water content is 70% of the field capacity. The irrigation water utilization coefficient is 0.9. Due to local climatic conditions and according to experience, the design water consumption was set at 6 mm/d, and the depth of the soil wet layer was set at 0.7 m. The soil design wetting ratio was set at 50%.
In light of the climate, soil, crop characteristics, and crop planting pattern of the field to be designed, the side seam drip irrigation belt (lateral pipe) was selected. The drip belt (Ø = 16 mm) with emitters spaced at 30 cm had a flow rate of 2.4 L/h at an operating pressure of 0.1 MPa. The design irrigation interval was 5 days, and the daily operating time of the drip irrigation system was 22 h a day. The pressure head of the headwork was 31.7 m.
The unit price of the selected lateral pipe was 0.4 Yuan/m. The branch pipes are low-density polyethylene (LDPE) pipes, whereas the sub-main and main pipes are unplasticized polyvinyl Fitness function for the optimization of the WPN system: The total cost of the pipes of BLPN and MSMPN subsystems is taken as the fitness function. The smaller the fitness function value (the cost), the better is the solution.
Case Study
Basic Information
The unit price of the selected lateral pipe was 0.4 Yuan/m. The branch pipes are low-density polyethylene (LDPE) pipes, whereas the sub-main and main pipes are unplasticized polyvinyl chloride (UPVC) pipes. The pressures inside the pipes of typical self-pressurized drip irrigation pipe networks are typically within 0.6 Mpa. Therefore, pipes with a pressure capacity of 0.6 MPa were adopted. The unit prices of the LDPE and UPVC pipes are presented in Table 1 .
Optimization Results and Analysis
The layouts obtained for the MSMPN subsystem of the typical plot with the empirical method and the proposed method are displayed in Figure 9a ,b, respectively. 
The layouts obtained for the MSMPN subsystem of the typical plot with the empirical method and the proposed method are displayed in Figure 9a ,b, respectively.
The MSMPN subsystem of the scheme obtained with the empirical method consists of the main pipe and 10 sub-main pipes, whereas the MSMPN subsystem of the optimized scheme obtained with the proposed method comprises a main pipe and eight sub-main pipes. The number of branch pipes on each sub-main pipe is 12 for both the schemes. The pipe diameters obtained for the MSMPN subsystem with the empirical method are larger than those obtained for the MSMPN subsystem with our proposed method in most pipe sections. The design results for the typical BLPN subsystem with the proposed and empirical methods are presented in Table 2 . The empirical method generally does not segment the pipeline for optimization. It only designs a pipe diameter satisfying the requirement by using some empirical formulas according to the total discharge and pressure in the branch pipe. But the branch pipe is a porous outflow pipe during operation, and its discharge decreases on being gradually diverted. Thus, its diameter should decrease with discharge distribution. The proposed method anticipates The MSMPN subsystem of the scheme obtained with the empirical method consists of the main pipe and 10 sub-main pipes, whereas the MSMPN subsystem of the optimized scheme obtained with the proposed method comprises a main pipe and eight sub-main pipes. The number of branch pipes on each sub-main pipe is 12 for both the schemes. The pipe diameters obtained for the MSMPN subsystem with the empirical method are larger than those obtained for the MSMPN subsystem with our proposed method in most pipe sections.
The design results for the typical BLPN subsystem with the proposed and empirical methods are presented in Table 2 . The empirical method generally does not segment the pipeline for optimization. It only designs a pipe diameter satisfying the requirement by using some empirical formulas according to the total discharge and pressure in the branch pipe. But the branch pipe is a porous outflow pipe during operation, and its discharge decreases on being gradually diverted. Thus, its diameter should decrease with discharge distribution. The proposed method anticipates this. Although the total length of the designed branch pipe in both methods was 62.5 m, the branch pipe obtained with the presented method consisted of three sections. Sections 1 and 2 have a smaller diameter than that obtained with the empirical method. The diameter values are reasonable for reducing the cost of the pipes. The value of the optimized R dis was 0.3, which means the pressure head at the entrance of the BLPN subsystem accounts for thirty percent of the pressure head at the headwork, whereas the empirical method does not optimize R dis and just use an empirical value of 0.45.
The total costs of the pipes in the WPN system scheme obtained with the proposed and empirical methods were 409, 454, and 564,901 Yuan, respectively. The total cost achieved with the proposed method was 27.5% lower than that achieved with the empirical method. The reduction in cost may be related to the fact that the empirical method divides the pipe network layout and pipe diameter optimization into two steps. The optimization of the pipe network layout is considered as one step, and pipe diameter optimization is considered as the second step. Due to these disparate calculations, holistic integration of the system calculations cannot be achieved. Empirical methods are typically artificial trial methods that depend on the experience and professional knowledge of the designer. The scheme designed by the designer is usually only a relatively economical solution. Thus, the solution obtained is only one of the solutions meeting the requirements. Such schemes can seldom be globally optimal solutions. Moreover, the empirical method makes insufficient considerations of the changes in pipe diameter with discharge and pressure variance, which results in a single design for branch pipes and sub-main pipes. The proposed method successfully overcomes these shortcomings of the empirical method.
Discussion
Although this study presents a new method with effective and stable performance for a self-pressurized drip irrigation system, the research has many limitations. First, this research is mainly aimed at comb-shaped pipe network systems. Further study is warranted for other layout patterns. Second, the study mainly concentrates on the situation in which the headwork of the irrigation system is located at a corner of the field. Further studies should consider situations in which the headwork is located elsewhere in the field. The change in the headwork position has a limited effect on the BLPN subsystem; however, it affects the pressure of each node in the MSMPN subsystem. These changes, in turn, affect the selection of the pipe diameter. Third, the proposed optimization method is only applicable to uniform slopes along the length and width of the field. Further studies are required regarding the conditions of terrain fluctuations along the length and width of the field.
The design of any irrigation system must consider the scheme of rotational irrigation. This study assumes that up to two branch pipes exist on a sub-main pipe for simultaneous irrigation. If multiple sub-main pipes are working simultaneously, the adjacent sub-main pipes are assumed to work simultaneously. The problem of the random rotation irrigation scheme for sub-main pipes is relatively complex and requires further research. The proposed method can be used for reference in future research. Finally, the proposed optimization method can assist a designer in designing drip irrigation pipe network systems under the aforementioned conditions. Although the proposed method can theoretically provide approximate global optimal resolutions for designers, the method must be carefully examined, and appropriate modifications should be made on the basis of reality before utilization.
Conclusions
In this study, the synchronous optimization model is proposed for a self-pressurized drip irrigation network layout and pipe diameter determination. A GA based on the IFD method was adopted to solve the model. N m , N s , and R dis were used as links to achieve a suitable combination of the MSMPN subsystems, BLPN subsystems, and WPN system in the simultaneous optimization process of the WPN system. In the process of optimization, many constraints were solved by scientific coding as well as the IFD method, successfully overcoming the problem of poor convergence and difficulty in obtaining the global optimal solution caused by penalty function method under numerous constraints.
A typical case study is conducted, which proves the effective performance of the proposed method. Using this method, designers can easily complete the layout determination and diameter selection of the main, sub-main, and branch pipes in the self-pressured drip irrigation system by providing only some basic information regarding the irrigation area, such as the field size, field slope, and crop to be planted. The proposed method is an easy, fast, robust, and practical method for the design and management of self-pressurized irrigation systems. 
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